grant the rights and licenses granted pursuant to this Agreement, and to perform all of its other obligations contained in this Agreement;
(ii) it has not previously assigned, transferred or otherwise encumbered the rights or licenses granted pursuant to this Agreement;
and that the person executing this Agreement on the Author's behalf is authorized to do so; 
Royalties.
The Author acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement entitles the Author to no royalties or fees. To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Author waives any and all rights the Author may have to collect royalties or other fees in relation to the Work or in respect of any use of the Work by the Publisher or its sublicensees.
Miscellaneous.
a. Assignment. This Agreement may not be assigned or transferred, in whole or in part, by either party without the prior written consent of the other party. Notwithstanding the above, the Publisher may assign 
Schedule A
This Schedule A must be completed by Author in its entirety. The Publisher is unable to publish the Work unless this Schedule A is completely filled out.
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SIGNATURE PAGE
The Corresponding Author acknowledges and agrees that the Corresponding Author is entering into, and has executed, the Agreement on behalf of the Corresponding Author and each other author named as contributing to the Article (each such author, an "Author", and collectively, the "Authors"). The Corresponding Author represents and warrants that the Corresponding Author has obtained permission from each Author to enter into the Agreement on behalf of such Author and the Corresponding Author and each Author has read, understands, and has agreed to the terms of the Agreement, including, without limitation, the terms contained in the Agreement with respect to authorized reuse of the Article.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Author has executed this License, effective as of the Effective Date.
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